
 

  

24 February 2020 
 
Dear Member, 
 
 
NEW ENTRANT WAGE STRUCTURE 
 
 
As you are aware, SAEFA has successfully resisted numerous attempts by the trade unions 
and a minority of employer parties to extend the 2017 – 2020 Settlement Agreement on non-
parties.  This has led to a situation where many of our members have been able to successfully 
arrest the hemorrhaging of jobs in their businesses, by implementing the SAEFA-led initiative 
of the introduction of a New Entrant Wage Structure.  Many of our members have done this 
with the full blessing of their existing staff, including shop stewards from various trade unions. 
 
Following our Members meeting of 20 February 2020, we would like to remind you of the 
New Entrant Wage Structure, as proposed by us in the 2017 wage negotiations.  Please share 
this information with any colleague that may need it in the industry – the more employers 
realise that they are no longer bound by unaffordable wage rates and terms and conditions 
of employment that are contrary to business growth (whilst still being fair on employees), the 
better. 
 
Please see below the New Entrant Wage Structure: 
 

Grade Minimum Hourly Rate 

A  R                                 51,30  

AA(6)  R                                 48,93  

AA (start)  R                                 46,72  

AB  R                                 44,63  

B  R                                 42,70  

C  R                                 41,14  

D  R                                 40,31  

DD  R                                 37,39  

DDD  R                                 35,77  

E  R                                 34,18  

F  R                                 32,76  

G  R                                 31,27  

H  R                                 30,00  

 
  



 

 
 

If you are looking to implement this wage structure for the first time, it is essential that 
existing employees understand that the table does not apply to them (they continue to be 
paid what they are currently earning) and that the rationale behind introducing a new entrant 
wage structure is to primarily achieve the following: 
 

• Slow down or stop the rate of decline in the number of job losses in the metal and 
engineering industry 
 

• Create employment opportunities, particularly for young people 

 
SAEFA will continue to keep members updated regularly and we are encouraged by the 
support received from our members to date. 
 


